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Current-Induced Spin Polarization in Strained Semiconductors
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The polarization of conduction electron spins due to an electrical current is observed in strained
nonmagnetic semiconductors using static and time-resolved Faraday rotation. The density, lifetime, and
orientation rate of the electrically polarized spins are characterized by a combination of optical and
electrical methods. In addition, the dynamics of the current-induced spins are investigated by utilizing
electrical pulses generated from a photoconductive switch. These results demonstrate the possibility of a
spin source for semiconductor spintronic devices without the use of magnetic materials.
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FIG. 1. (a) Device schematic and sample geometry. Dark
areas are contacts and light gray area is the InGaAs channel.
(b) Schematic of experimental setup and Larmor precession of
spins excited by electrical current. (c) Voltage-induced �F as a
function of B for E � 4, 8, and 12 mV	m�1 (E==�1�10�), taken
at T � 5 K from a device with w � 60 	m and l � 200 	m.
Open circles are data, and lines are fits as explained in the text.
Constant offsets have been subtracted for clarity.
Preparation and control of spin information are key
issues in the development of spintronics [1,2]. The use of
nonmagnetic semiconductors to electrically control elec-
tron spins has been demonstrated [3,4], even in the ab-
sence of magnetic fields [5]. An electrical means of
preparing spin-polarized carriers without magnetic ma-
terials would provide a further step toward all-electrical
nonmagnetic spintronic devices. It has been proposed that
current-induced spin polarization may provide such an
opportunity. The existence of a spin current perpendicu-
lar to a charge current, which would cause spin accumu-
lation at the edges of a sample, has been predicted [6].
There also exist theories for spatially homogeneous spin
polarization resulting from an electrical current in sys-
tems such as two-dimensional electron gases [7–9]. It is
anticipated that application of an electric field establishes
an effective magnetic field which polarizes the electron
spins. Experimental attempts to detect such polarization
using ferromagnetic contacts have been made [10,11], but
the local Hall effect and anisotropic magnetoresistance
complicate these measurements [12–14].

Recently, coherent electron spin precession without
magnetic fields was observed in strained semiconductors
[5]. In this Letter, we report the optical detection of
current-induced electron spin polarization in strained
GaAs and InGaAs epitaxial layers. The high sensitivity
of the Faraday rotation technique allows detection of 100
spins in an integration time of about 1 s, unambiguously
revealing the presence of a small spin polarization due to
laterally applied electric fields. We are able to extract
quantitative values of spin density by comparing the
Faraday rotation due to electric fields to that induced by
optical spin injection. The spin orientation process per-
sists up to a temperature T � 150 K with no marked
degradation of efficiency, and is also observed over ps
time scales in time-resolved measurements in which a
coherent spin population is excited with electrical pulses
derived from a photoconductive switch.

The samples studied here are grown on (001) semi-
insulating GaAs substrates by molecular beam epi-
taxy. Eight different heterostructures with strained
0031-9007=04=93(17)=176601(4)$22.50 
In0:07Ga0:093As layers as well as strained GaAs mem-
branes [5] were investigated. Qualitatively similar be-
havior has been seen in all samples, but for most of this
Letter we will concentrate on devices fabricated from
one of the wafers (sample E in Ref. [5]) in order to
avoid confusion. The heterostructure consists of 500 nm
of n-In0:07Ga0:093As (Si doped for n � 3� 1016 cm�3)
capped with 100 nm of undoped GaAs. The n-InGaAs
layer is strained due to the lattice mismatch [15] and show
anisotropic strain due to partial strain relaxation [16] as
determined by reciprocal space mapping with an x-ray
diffractometer at room temperature.

A schematic of a device is shown in Fig. 1(a). Photo-
lithography and chemical wet etching are employed to
form the n-InGaAs mesa, and Ni=GeAu metallization
followed by annealing is used to make ohmic contacts
to the n-InGaAs layer. Two such devices are fabricated on
a chip to allow measurements with the electric field E
along either of the two crystal directions [110] and �1�10�.
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The sample is placed inside a magneto-optical cryostat
with a variable temperature insert such that the magnetic
field B is parallel to E. In order to probe the spin polar-
ization in the sample, Faraday rotation is measured in the
Voigt geometry [Fig. 1(b)]. A mode-locked Ti:sapphire
laser operating at a repetition frequency frep � 75:5 MHz
produces �150 fs pulses and is tuned to a wavelength
 � 867 nm. A linearly polarized probe beam with an
average power of 130 	W is directed along the z axis,
normally incident and focused on the sample. The polar-
ization axis of the transmitted beam rotates by an angle
that is proportional to the z component of the spins [17],
and the rotation angle �F is detected with a balanced
photodiode bridge. A square-wave voltage with peak-to-
peak value Vpp at frequency f1 � 51:2 kHz is applied to
one of the contacts while the other contact is grounded.
An alternating electric field with amplitude E � Vpp=�2l�
is established along the InGaAs channel of width w and
length l, assuming negligible contact resistance. The
current-induced �F is lock-in detected at f1 as a function
of the applied magnetic field B along the x axis. Typical
data are shown in Fig. 1(c), for three different electric
fields.

The curves can be explained by assuming a constant
orientation rate for spins polarized along the y axis. In a
manner similar to the case of optical orientation [18]
under static illumination, the z component of spin per
unit volume �z can be written as

�z �
Z 1

0
dt�� exp��t=�� sin�!Lt�� �

�el!L�

�!L��
2 
 1

; (1)

where � is the number of spins oriented along the y axis
per unit time per unit volume, � is the inhomogeneous
transverse spin lifetime, !L � g	BB= �h is the electron
Larmor frequency, �el � �� is the steady-state spin den-
sity due to electrical excitation, g is the effective electron
g factor, 	B is the Bohr magneton, and �h is the Planck
constant. The upper integration limit is taken as infinity
since the modulation period is much longer than �, and
the effective magnetic field observed in [5] is omitted for
simplicity. Approximating the beam profiles as
Gaussians, assuming spatially uniform �el, and letting
�F be proportional to both �z and the intensity of the
probe beam with a proportionality constant A, we find

�F � Ad
ZZ
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; (2)

where d is the thickness of the epitaxial film, Ip is the
peak intensity of the probe beam, �x and �y are the
standard deviation of the laser intensity in the x and y
directions, respectively, and �el � 2 Ad�elIp�x�y is the
amplitude of the electrically-induced �F. By fitting the
data with the above equation, we obtain �el and !L�.
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A possible explanation for the spin polarization is the
interplay between the electric field and the strain-induced
spin splitting similar to that from a Rashba Hamiltonian
[5]. Theories predict a spatially uniform polarization in
response to an electric field in such systems [7–9], and
can be understood as an equilibrium polarization along
the effective magnetic field arising from the spin-orbit
term [7,8]. However, we find that this interpretation can-
not be extended to explain the magnetic field dependence
of the data. As both the applied and effective magnetic
fields are in plane, the polarization is predicted to be in
plane at all applied magnetic fields, and will not be
detected in our measurement. The data is more consistent
with dynamic polarization due to spin orientation into the
y axis. More work is needed to identify the microscopic
mechanisms and nonequilibirum nature of the observed
polarization. Spin current is predicted to generate polar-
ization at channel edges within a spin diffusion length
[6], but we believe that this is not the dominant contribu-
tion since the data does not change significantly as the
optical probe is moved across or along the channel.

Additional quantitative analysis can be performed by
measuring time-resolved Faraday rotation [17] in the
absence of electric fields with the same probe power. In
this measurement, a circularly polarized pump beam
(13 	W,  � 867 nm) is focused onto an overlapping
spot with the probe beam, optically injecting electron
spins [18]. The time delay %t between the pump pulse
and the probe pulse is adjusted by a mechanical delay
line, and the pump beam helicity is modulated at
50.1 kHz with a photoelastic modulator for lock-in de-
tection. In the presence of an applied magnetic field, �F
oscillates as a function of %t with frequency !L, from
which g can be determined [17]. Measurement at B �
0:5 T gives jgj � 0:64, which is used to obtain � from the
fits to the voltage-induced Faraday rotation data.
Furthermore, �el can be extracted by comparing �el to
the optically induced �F. Just after the pump pulse, the
spin density profile should track the pump beam intensity
profile, and the Faraday rotation is

�F � Ad
ZZ

dxdy
�
�opIp exp

�
�
x2

�2x
�
y2

�2y

��

�  Ad�opIp�x�y � �op; (3)

where �op is the peak spin density due to the pump beam
and �op is the optically induced �F. In Fig. 2(a), time-
resolved Faraday rotation data at early time is shown.
Initial rapid decay is attributed to the presence of holes
and/or excitons [19], and since their contribution to �F is
unknown, the value used for �op is an average of the
maximum �F at %t � 0 and the value extrapolated back
to %t � 0 from the data points after the rapid decay.
These two values were also used to set the bounds on
�op. Assuming 50% polarization from circularly polar-
ized light [18], the total number of optically injected
spins per pulse is 2 �op�x�yd � �P�=�4 �hcfrep�,
176601-2
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FIG. 2. (a) Time-resolved Faraday rotation data in the ab-
sence of electric fields at T � 5 K and B � 0:00 T showing �op
(filled square) due to circularly polarized pump pulse with P �
2:2 	W. Open circles are data, the dotted line shows the
extrapolation used for obtaining �op, and the solid line is a
guide to the eye. Inset shows the spatial scans of �F taken at
E � 0 mV	m�1, T � 5 K and B � 0:00 T.%t � 50 ps for the
scan along x (open circles) and %t � 10 ps for the scan along y
(open squares). Lines are Gaussian fits. (b), (c) , and (d) show
the spin density �el, the spin lifetime �, and the spin orientation
rate �, respectively, as a function of E for E==�1�10� (filled
circles, taken from a device with w � 60 	m and l � 200 	m)
and E==�1�10� (open circles, taken from a device with w �
80 	m and l � 300 	m). Overall scaling of �el and � has
errors up to 40%.

TABLE I. Summary of the strain-induced spin-splitting
coefficient & and spin orientation efficiency $. All data taken
at T � 5 K from devices with w � 80 	m and l � 300 	m.
The same device was used for the measurement of & and $ for
a given wafer.

&�neV ns	m�1�a $�	m�2 V�1 ns�1�
Samplea [110] �1�10� [110] �1�10�

GaAs b 
99 b 
216 �
92�67�

B �13 �39 �35 �
13�22� 
4 �
2�1�

C 
44 �21 �15 �
7�26� 
65 �
113�32 �

D 
125 
4 
4 �
20�2 � 
30 �
158�17 �

E 
112 
27 �61 �
19�27� 
422 �
185�133�

F 
84 
23 
75 �
19�28� 
216 �
143�81 �

G 
75 
13 
25 �
20�10� 
36 �
28�14�

H 
23 �26 �64 �
23�40� 
84 �
52�31�

I 
89 
42 
7 �
4�2� 
25 �
14�9 �

aSample details and original data on & given in reference [5]
bThe strained membrane sample only had a device along �1�10�.
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of �el (a), � (b), � (c), and
$ (d). E==�1�10� and data taken from a device with w � 60 	m
and l � 200 	m.
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where P is the absorbed power of the pump beam and c is
the speed of light. The reflected and the transmitted
power of the pump beam are measured on and off the
InGaAs mesa in order to determine P, while �x and �y
are obtained from measurement of �F as a function of
pump-probe spatial distance a [inset of Fig. 2(a)] using a
stepper-motor-driven mirror [5]. Taking signal convolu-
tion into account, normalized data are fit to exp��a2=
�4�2a�� to give �x � 4:7 	m and �y � 9:7 	m. We esti-
mate 20% error in the determination of �op � �P�=
�8 2�x�yd �hcfrep�. Finally, �el � �op�el=�2�op� and � �

�el=� are obtained.
As expected, �el increases with E [Fig. 2(b)] and

reaches 8 	m�3, corresponding to a spin polarization of
2:7� 10�4, while � decreases with E [Fig. 2(c)], leading
to the saturation of �el. An approximately linear relation
between � and E is seen [Fig. 2(d)], and we define the spin
orientation efficiency $ as the slope of a linear fit to �
versus E. The sign of �el is determined from current-
induced nuclear polarization in E?B?z geometry, mea-
sured by Larmor magnetometry [20]. We note that $ is
more positive when E==�1�10�, consistent throughout the
eight heterostructures investigated (Table I). Although
176601-3
theories predict $ to be proportional to the spin splitting
[7–9], we observe sign contradictions in some cases.

In Fig. 3, we explore the temperature dependence of the
effect. At each T,  is adjusted to optimize the Faraday
rotation signal due to optically injected spins, and the set
of measurements is repeated. �el does not change signifi-
cantly up to T � 60 K [Fig. 3(a)], again suggesting that
the equilibrium polarization picture does not apply. At
higher temperatures, �el becomes smaller due to the
decline of � [Fig. 3(b)]. It is seen that � and $ do not
considerably change up to T � 150 K [Fig. 3(c) and 3(d)].
The signal is below the noise level for T > 150 K due to
shorter � and lower sensitivity of Faraday rotation.
176601-3



FIG. 4 (color). (a) Device schematic. (b) Time evolution of
voltage-induced �F. Top curves (red, B � 
44 mT, blue, B �
�44 mT) show the raw data. Black curve is the background
signal. Bottom curves show the data after background subtrac-
tion. (c) �F (background subtracted) as a function of %t and B.
(d) and (e) show !L and ', respectively, obtained from fits to
data in (c).
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In order to investigate the effect at shorter time scales,
we employ a two-color pump-probe setup [19] in con-
junction with a photoconductive switch [21] to produce
electrical pulses [Fig. 4(a)]. The pump beam (2.8 mW) is
linearly polarized to avoid optical spin injection, and is
tuned to  � 809 nm in order to excite carriers in the
GaAs substrate. The photoexcited carriers temporarily
short the two contacts, thus producing an electrical pulse
whose duration is limited by the carrier lifetime. The
probe beam (130 	W,  � 867 nm) is placed �90 	m
from the pump beam. A square wave with Vpp � 20 V at
f1 � 497 Hz is applied on the contact to the InGaAs
layer, and the contact to the substrate is grounded.
The pump beam is chopped at f2 � 5:69 kHz and the
signal is lock-in detected at f1 � f2. The time evolution
of voltage-induced �F at B � �44 mT is shown in
Fig. 4(b), demonstrating current-induced electron spin
polarization at these time scales. The sign of the signal
reverses with the direction of B, as expected for in-plane
excitation of spins. There exists a nonoscillating
B-independent signal in addition to the oscillating com-
ponent, which can be extracted by averaging the data over
a range of B. We subtract the background for analysis, and
such data taken for a range of B are plotted in Fig. 4(c).
The weak amplitude ripples along the B axis are due to
176601-4
resonant spin amplification [22]. We fit each �F versus %t
curve to �0 exp��%t=�� sin�!L%t�'�, where �0 is the
initial amplitude and' is the phase.We obtain jgj � 0:65
from the slope of !L [Fig. 4(d)], consistent with mea-
surements using optical spin injection, thus confirming
that the voltage-induced signal arises from electron spins.
There also exists a slope to ' [Fig. 4(e)] due to the time
delay t0 � '=!L � 220 ps between the pump pulse and
the spin excitation, which we attribute to the width of the
electrical pulse.
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